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� Open the PDF in Adobe Reader

� In the top right hand corner it has a tab that 
says "Fill and Sign"

� Under that option click on add text.
� Click spot on PDF that you would like to 
add text

� Begin typing
� There is a bar that pops up at the top that 
says "Add Text" this bar allows you to alter 
text size, font, spacing, etc.

Instructions for taking 

notes in this pdf 

document electronically 

for the session:

Empowering Students with Disabilities 
with a Growth Mindset 

toward College and Career Readiness

Please pick up and read 
the case study about 
“Tyler”.

WELCOME!
As you enter the session….

Sonja Hammond

Instructional Coach/Implementation Specialist

Deanna Taylor, M.S., M.Ed.

Program Specialist
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Growth Mindset Basics:  http://trainugly.com/growth-mindset-hub/

You will be able to:

• Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the model of self-

determination and growth mindset and evidence-based strategies that 

can be implemented to promote self-determination.

How you will do this: 

• Identify and apply self-determination and growth mindset strategies to a 

case study  using a Google Docs Form

We will know you have learned this by: 

• Sharing with the group the strategies identified. 

Session Outcomes
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David Conley:

“The level of preparation a student needs in order to enroll and succeed—without 

remediation—in a credit-bearing course at a postsecondary institution that offers a 

baccalaureate degree or transfer to a baccalaureate program, or in a high-quality 

certificate program that enables students to enter a career pathway with potential 

future advancement.” (College and Career Ready: Helping All Students Succeed 

beyond High School. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. 2010.)

College and Career Ready

Predictors of Post-School Success

Exit 
Exam/Diploma 
Requirements

Standardized 
tests with 
specified 

proficiency levels

Meet state 
requirements

Inclusion in 
General 

Education

Access to general 
education 
curriculum

Be engaged in 
regular classes 

with peers 
without 

disabilities

Program of 
Study

Set of courses, 
experiences, 

and curriculum

Designed to 
develop academic 

& functional 
achievement

Support the 
attainment of 

post-school goals

Morningstar, M., & Mazzotti, V. (2014). Teacher preparation to deliver evidence-based transition planning and services to youth with disabilities (Document No. IC-1). Retrieved from 

University of Florida, Collaboration for Effective Educator, Development, Accountability, and Reform Center website: http://ceedar.education.ufl.edu/tools/innovation-configurations/ 

Conley: Types of Work Readiness 
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� Comfort with technology

� Tolerate ambiguity

� Comfort with diversity

� Innovation and critical thinking

� Ability to work independently

� Ability to follow directions

� Have personal goals

� Be engaged

� Self-advocacy

� Responsibility

� Self-management

� Communication

� Teamwork and collaboration

� Critical thinking and problem 
solving

� Study skills

Soft Skills for College Readiness

Nelson, V. “Soft Skills, Strong Success: Fifteen Skills for College Readiness.” College Parent Central. 

https://www.collegeparentcentral.com/2011/12/soft-skills-strong-readiness-fifteen-skills-your-student-needs-to-

be-college-ready/

• A organizing framework of college and career readiness standards for 

secondary students with disabilities was proposed by Morningstar, et al. 

(“A college and career readiness framework for secondary students with 

disabilities.” Career Development and Transition for Exceptional 

Individuals. June 2015).

• Based on a synthesis of research articulating student success.

• Focus groups were conducted to examine perspectives among state-

level stakeholders. 

• Focus group data were analyzed and the framework was refined based 

on findings.

College and Career Readiness Framework

The framework consists of six domains: 

• Academic engagement

• Mindset

• Learning process

• Critical thinking

• Interpersonal engagement

• Transition competencies

College and Career Readiness Framework
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NTACT: Effective Practices and Predictors
http://transitionta.org/effectivepractices

Tyler

Is my school organized to prepare Tyler for college and career?

How can we empower Tyler to have a growth mindset…..

� Sense of belonging

� Fostering trust between adolescents and adults in 

academic and nonacademic settings.

� Extracurricular engagement as an opportunity for 

students to act on their preferences, strengths, and     

interests.

� Growth mindset

� Opportunities to practice.

� Learn from mistakes/progress.

Mindset
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� Think

� Students need to practice intentional patterns of thinking: problem formation, 

research, interpretation, communication, and precision and accuracy.

� Know

� Students need strong foundational knowledge in core academic subjects; they also 

need to understand that success with learning content is a function of effort much 

more than aptitude.

� Act

� Students need skills and techniques to manage their own learning in educational and 

career opportunities after high school.

� Go

� Students must navigate numerous potential pitfalls, including applying for college or 

employment.

Conley: 

Keys to College and Career Readiness

Administrators support teachers’ learning. 

They are responsive to honest feedback 

rather than defensive. They seek to build 

their skills and are willing to learn from 

their teachers.

� 360 evaluation

Teachers collaborate with their colleagues 

and instructional leaders rather than shut 

their classroom doors and fly solo. They 

strive to strengthen their own practice 

rather than blame others. They truly 

believe all students can learn and 

succeed—and they show it.

� PLC meetings

� Cross-grade collaboration

What Does a Growth Mindset Look Like in 

Transition Programming? 
School counselors “encourage and support the 

academic, career and social/emotional 

development of all students through 

comprehensive school counseling programs. [They] 

are committed to helping all students realize their 

potential and meet or exceed academic standards 

with consideration for both the strengths and 

challenges resulting from disabilities and other 

special needs.– The American School Counselor 

Association, which has produced this guide for the 

School Counselor and Students with Disabilities  

https://www.schoolcounselor.org/asca/media/asc

a/PositionStatements/PS_Disabilities.pdf

VR/agency team 
representatives

� Provide information about 
services and eligibility criteria.

� Assist in identification of 
community and adult services 
and in the application process for 
services.

� Provide services (e.g., functional 
vocational evaluation, technology 
and accommodations, self-
advocacy classes, counseling, 
independent living) to student 
during school, as appropriate

What Does a Growth Mindset Look Like 

in Transition Programming? (cont’d)
Related Service Providers (e.g., OT, 

SLT, Assistive Tehcnology)

� Support self-advocacy for the 

services the student needs to be 

successful in post high school 

endeavors.

� Provide authentic situations to 

allow students to apply the skills 

developed or technology needed.
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Parents support their children’s learning both inside and outside the 

classroom. They partner with teachers and respond to outreach. They 

worry less about advocating for their children to get good grades and 

focus on making sure kids are being challenged and put in the effort 

needed to grow.

� Teachers share classroom content, not just missed assignments.

Students are enthusiastic, hard-working, persistent learners. They take 

charge over their own success.

� Grades are not all that matters.

� Students with cognitive disabilities “learn to learn.”

What Does a Growth Mindset Look Like in 

Transition Programming?

� Ownership of 

Learning

� Help seeking

� Self-awareness

� Self-efficacy

� Self-monitoring

� Goal setting

Mindset
Students choose 

homework assignments 
and test questions (within 

reason)

Students self-evaluate 

what was learned 
during the lesson

Self-review/peer 

review/teacher review 
cycle

Student feedback on 

teacher, course, or 
specific assignment

Learn student’s goals, 

solicit input on class 
activities and homework 

to reach those goals

Persistence Grit/Tenacity

Perseverance
Effort

Value

MOTIVATION                             

Mindset
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� “To be self-determined is to endorse one’s actions at the highest level of relection. When 
self-determined, people experience a sense of freedom to do what is interesting, 
personally important and vitalizing.”

Edward Deci and Richard Ryan                
www.selfdeterminationtheory.org

� “One’s ability to define and achieve goals based on a foundation of knowing and valuing 
oneself” 

Field & Hoffman, 1994
http://www.beselfdetermined.com/

Self Determination

2BSD
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Increased intrinsic motivation

Self Determination leads to…

Increased happiness

Greater resiliency

� Adult Roles/Responsibilities:

� Financial literacy

� Accessing community resources

� Health and wellness

� Advocating supports and accommodations

� Transportation

� Community membership

� Civic engagement

Assess and teach self-determination and self-

advocacy skills, including how to be an active 

participant in transition planning and IEP meetings 

(http://www.ou.edu/education/centers-and-

partnerships/zarrow.html). 

Transition Competencies

�Student driven IEP process 

�Collaborate with general education teachers 

�Teach students to self-monitor self-determination skills 

with opportunities to practice

�Conduct age-appropriate transition assessments

Improving Self-Determination Skills
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�Provide opportunities for students to develop self-

awareness 

�Foster the development of students’ leadership skills.

�Expect and support students to make many routine 

choices.

�Work collaboratively with students to facilitate 

achievement of their goals.

Improving Self-Determination, cont.

A research study, conducted by Dr. K. Sun in 2015, suggests that what 
teachers do in the classroom is more important than their beliefs when it 
comes to helping students develop a growth mindset.

� Students were more likely to have a GROWTH mindset in classrooms 
where teachers:

� Focused praise and encouragement on process and strategy

� Asked students to explain their thinking

� Created the norm that all could contribute

� Students were more likely to have a FIXED mindset in classrooms where 
teachers:

� Focused on speed and accuracy

� Only gave students one chance to submit work for a grade

Stanford University Research

Educators

� Students participate in academic and nonacademic (i.e., 

extracurricular and community based) settings.

� Educators divide content into shorter, more manageable chunks and 

frequently review previously taught material.

� Students critique peers’ work –

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iBuq4qgRhCc

Mindset - Strategies
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Educators

� Educators believe (and teach students) that failure is a 

problem-solving strategy: “I tried it that way, but it didn’t work; 

then we tried it another way.”

� Schools implement dropout prevention strategies to help 

students complete high school.

� Teaching Growth Mindset lessons: (resources)

youcubed.org

Mindset - Strategies

Educators

�Set achievable micro-goals to encourage students’ consistent, 
incremental progress.

�Praise students’ efforts as opposed to their intelligence.

�Help students focus on and value the process of learning.

�Design classroom activities that involve cooperative rather 
than competitive or individualistic work.

(Downloaded on 2/10/16 from https://www.edsurge.com/news/2014-10-24-4-ways-to-encourage-
a-growth-mindset-in-the-classroom) 

Mindset - Strategies

Educators

� Establish high expectations—not just high standards—to increase 

motivation in students.

� Create a risk-tolerant zone and tell students that the amount of progress 

they make is more important than how they compare to others.

� Give feedback that focuses on process—the things students can control, 

such as effort, challenge-seeking, and persistence—not on their personal 

traits or abilities.

� Introduce students to the concept of the malleable mind and explain how 

the brain changes with learning.

� Resources: http://larryferlazzo.edublogs.org/2012/10/13/the-best-

resources-on-helping-our-students-develop-a-growth-mindset/

Strategies to Lay a Foundation of Growth
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Mindset – Strategies (cont.)
VR Counselors

�Become an active member of the LEA Transition team.

�Assist youth to overcome barriers to successful transition to 

higher ed or the workforce by providing supports to pursue paid 

employment 

�Help youth become involved in programs to develop employment 

skills such as summer youth job readiness.

�Work with the LEA team to consider offering a class for transition 

students in areas that will promote self-adovacy.

Tyler

What kind of mindset does Tyler have?  

What strategies will help him develop or increase a growth mindset?

With your partner, write 

your thoughts on a plan 

for Tyler here: 

https://goo.gl/uO7y4D

(from http://dlmooc.deeper-learning.org/lens-wk6/) 

Student self-assessment 
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� Does this align with your 
district/school views of CCR?

� What hadn’t you thought of before?

� How well are you doing in the areas 
of mindset and teaching self-
determination?

� Do you need additional 
information?

� What supports do you need to 
strengthen the implementation of 
strategies in these areas?

Reflection

Self-Determination
Growth Mindset

You will be able to:

• Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the model of self-

determination and growth mindset and evidence-based strategies that 

can be implemented to promote self-determination.

How you will do this: 

• Identify and apply self-determination and growth mindset strategies to a 

case study  using a Google Docs Form

We will know you have learned this by: 

• Sharing with the group the strategies identified. 

Session Outcomes

Sonja Hammond: 

sonja.hammond@usu.edu

Deanna Taylor: 

deanna.taylor@usu.edu
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� https://youtu.be/gxwf_YnJHFY?list=UUqlO6k1IrYFljETut5i-dWA

Students Talking About Mindsets


